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� Equity Evaluator offers users a powerful platform for free, real time, and automated Quotes, Data and Analysis. You can
identify all the most active stocks in the industry, and find the best Stock Picks based on Technical Analysis and Fundamental
Analysis. The Most Powerful Platform for Free, Real Time and Automated Quotes, Data and Analysis� Equity Evaluator
allows you to be your own Stock Evaluator. We have divided Equities into four categories: Large Cap, Small Cap, Mid Cap, and
Industrial. Because the large cap stocks market is currently dominated by the tech bubble, we have removed stocks from this
category and incorporated it with the 30 stocks that are trading above their intrinsic value. Equity Evaluator is specifically
designed to be the most powerful platform for you to discover and identify the best stocks trading at higher than their intrinsic
value. �Learn how to make money from identifying the stocks that are trading at higher than their intrinsic value. �Search,
download and analyze a total of 18,000+ Quotes every day. �Import and export the Quotes in different formats for easier
Quotes Data migration. �Import and export the Quotes and Data in different formats for easier Quotes Data migration.
�Evaluate any stock by the technical indicators or the Fundamental indicators with Advanced Mathematics. �Learn how to
compare stocks using the Market Implied P/E data. �Utilize the up to minute Financial News and Quotes from the Internet
�With our Spam Fighting System, you will not be spammed by equity research reports, due to our blocking system. All our
email are from our registered email accounts. We have also automated the reporting of the Spam reports for you, so you do not
have to deal with this hassle. �Get 50% Off on any of our services, and much more. �Free Trial for 30 days �Free Data
Migration �Free Email Support �For more information or questions, contact us at support@equityevaluator.com Support: For
feedback or more information, please contact our support team at support@equityevaluator.com If you have any further
questions or would like to see a live demo, please feel free to contact us at To inquire about other free services, please email us
at support@equityevaluator.com For up to date news, or any other inquiries please email us at support@equityevaluator.com
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Our firm has developed Equity Evaluator. Its primary functions are to obtain free stock quotes, free real time quotes, perform
stock tracking, and generate stock picks based on technical analysis and fundamental analysis. We are committed to set the
standards for stock analysis, and above all, serving our customers' needs. Here are some key features of "Equity Evaluator Stock
Quotes Analysis Picks": �￭ Generate Stock Picks to identify Buys and Sells. Selection is based on user's Fundamental Analysis
and Technical Analysis Criteria. �￭ Real Time Quotes, Detailed End of Day Quotes, and Historical Quotes �￭ Download Free
Stock Quotes �￭ Import Quotes and Data from Files in selectable formats �￭ Export Quotes and Data to Files in selectable
formats �￭ Maintains Multiple Quote Lists and Grids �￭ Up to 18,000 Quotes per Quote List �￭ Display and Manipulate
Quote Data on Grids and Graphics �￭ Real Time Quotes Update Frequency is Selectable up to 5 Seconds �￭ Performs both
Technical Analysis and Fundamental Analysis on each Quote using Advanced Mathematics with Derivatives �￭ Automated
Quotes Download. �￭ Up to minute Financial News, Quotes, and Stock Tracking via the Internet Requirements: �￭ Pentium
II processor at 300 MHz with 128 MB RAM �￭ Internet Explorer 5.5 or greater Limitations: �￭ 30 days trial � View more
information on our website: � Equity Evaluator is our latest development, and it's primary functions are to obtain free stock
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quotes, free real time quotes, perform stock tracking, and generate stock picks based on technical analysis and fundamental
analysis. We are committed to set the standards for stock analysis, and above all, serving our customers' needs. Here are some
key features of "Equity Evaluator Stock Quotes Analysis Picks": �￭ Generate Stock Picks to identify Buys and Sells. Selection
is based on user's Fundamental Analysis and Technical Analysis Criteria. �￭ Real Time Quotes, Detailed End of Day Quotes,
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�￭ Equity Evaluator Stock Quotes, Analysis and Picks are an innovative and a very straightforward approach to analyze stocks
with unique and complex financial data that is hard to find online. �￭ The data is returned in a timely manner, and the user can
monitor and track his/her stocks and sectors at a same time. �￭ A comprehensive set of reports are generated using the
information received for the candidate stocks. �￭ All the information is generated in a very user friendly interface. �￭ We
provide a set of standard reports for the user, and if our user wants to perform advanced analysis or build his/her own reports
he/she can do so using our Java Script application. �￭ The user can view his/her stocks and sectors, and perform technical
analysis, and fundamental analysis. �￭ The user can also be alerted to any noteworthy events. �￭ The user can also purchase
stocks using any of our stock brokers, and can monitor the performance of the stocks that he/she has picked. �￭ The user can
also view his/her portfolio. �￭ There is no limitation to the number of stocks that we sell, and the free trial for our services
extends for 30 days. �￭ The user also has the option to periodically restart the application. �￭ The price that we charge for our
services is based on the amount of data that we download and on the stocks that we price. We also charge a small fee for stocks
that are changed to premium. �￭ There is also a separate application for fund tracker users. If the user decides to purchase our
services to get more detailed fund tracking and analysis, he/she can get this service at a very competitive price. �￭ Our services
are also free for the user who is using a fund tracking application. �￭ The data that we download are generated using a very
wide variety of sources, and our unique algorithms are utilized to generate a comprehensive set of reports. This unique approach
of using statistical algorithms and the use of complex mathematics is clearly evident in the details that we provide to our users.
�￭ The complexity of the mathematical formulas used for generating the data makes our algorithms very user friendly, and for
the complex mathematical operations and data manipulation that we perform on all the data we receive, we will receive your
data instantly. This makes

What's New in the Equity Evaluator Stock Quotes, Analysis, Picks?
The stock market is pretty tricky to analyze technically (long term or short term), let alone fundamental (like P/E or Yield to
Maturity) analysis. Having said this, the technical analysis of the stock market is very important. The size of a company is not
the only important factor in financial analysis. The share price is also very important. At Equity Evaluator we try to combine all
these factors (price, size, and time) to give investors the best opportunity to gain profits. With this in mind we have developed
our Equity Evaluator Stock Quotes Analysis Picks. Our Equity Evaluator Stock Quotes Analysis Picks is able to do all the things
that most stock analysis software are good at, but have never been able to combined into a single solution. This is because they
have very different functions in mind (technical vs. fundamental). The stock market is pretty tricky to analyze technically (long
term or short term), let alone fundamental (like P/E or Yield to Maturity) analysis. Having said this, the technical analysis of the
stock market is very important. The size of a company is not the only important factor in financial analysis. The share price is
also very important. At Equity Evaluator we try to combine all these factors (price, size, and time) to give investors the best
opportunity to gain profits. With this in mind we have developed our Equity Evaluator Stock Quotes Analysis Picks. Our Equity
Evaluator Stock Quotes Analysis Picks is able to do all the things that most stock analysis software are good at, but have never
been able to combined into a single solution. This is because they have very different functions in mind (technical vs.
fundamental). Requirements: �￭ Pentium II processor at 300 MHz with 128 MB RAM �￭ Internet Explorer 5.5 or greater
Limitations: �￭ 30 days trial (2470 views) 13. Active Stock Evaluator is our latest development, and it's primary functions are
to obtain free stock quotes, free real time quotes, perform stock tracking, and generate stock picks based on technical analysis
and fundamental analysis. We are committed to set the standards for stock analysis, and above all, serving our customers' needs.
Here are some key features of "Active Stock Evaluator Stock Quotes Analysis Picks": �￭ Generate Stock Picks to identify
Buys and Sells. Selection is based on user
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System Requirements:
Minimum: OS: Windows XP SP2 (32-bit) / Windows Vista SP2 (32-bit) / Windows 7 SP1 (32-bit) / Windows 8.1 (32-bit) /
Windows 10 (32-bit) Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo E4700 2.66 GHz / AMD Athlon 64 X2 4800+ 2.8 GHz / AMD Phenom 9850
Quad Core 2.7 GHz Memory: 2 GB RAM Hard Drive: 500 MB of space Video Card: NVIDIA GeForce
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